Prolapse Volume to Prolapse Height Ratio for Differentiating Barlow's Disease From Fibroelastic Deficiency.
As mitral valve (MV) repair for Barlow's disease remains surgically challenging, it is important to distinguish Barlow's disease from fibroelastic deficiency (FED) preoperatively. We hypothesized that the prolapse volume to prolapse height ratio (PV-PH ratio) may be useful to differentiate Barlow's disease and FED.Methods and Results:In 76 patients with MV prolapse who underwent presurgical transesophageal echocardiography, the 3D MV morphology was quantified: 19 patients were diagnosed with Barlow's disease and 57 with FED. The patients with Barlow's disease had greater prolapse volume and height than the patients with FED, as well as greater PV-PH ratio (0.61±0.35 vs. 0.17±0.10, P<0.001). Receiver-operating characteristic analysis revealed that with a cutoff value of 0.27, the PV-PH ratio differentiated Barlow's disease from FED with 84.2% sensitivity and 84.2% specificity. Net reclassification improvement showed that the differentiating ability of the PV-PH ratio was significantly superior to prolapse volume (1.30, P<0.001). After being adjusted by each of prolapse volume and height, annular area and shape, and the number of prolapsed segments, the PV-PH ratio had an independent association with Barlow's disease. The PV-PH ratio was able to differentiate Barlow's disease from FED with high accuracy. 3D quantification including this value should be performed before MV repair.